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capable of serving the food directly to customers, particularly the children, in order to create a fun and exciting
atmosphere. For this project, a robotic system has been.

In most cases, a lot of factors have to be considered e. Robots can be used for other horticultural tasks such as
pruning , weeding , spraying and monitoring. Robots can also be used in livestock applications livestock
robotics such as automatic milking , washing and castrating. Robots like these have many benefits for the
agricultural industry, including a higher quality of fresh produce, lower production costs, and a decreased need
for manual labor. Designs[ edit ] Fieldwork Robot The mechanical design consists of an end effector,
manipulator, and gripper. Several factors must be considered in the design of the manipulator , including the
task, economic efficiency , and required motions. End effectors[ edit ] An end effector in an agricultural robot
is the device found at the end of the robotic arm , used for various agricultural operations. Several different
kinds of end effectors have been developed. In an agricultural operation involving grapes in Japan , end
effectors are used for harvesting, berry-thinning, spraying, and bagging. Each was designed according to the
nature of the task and the shape and size of the target fruit. For instance, the end effectors used for harvesting
were designed to grasp, cut, and push the bunches of grapes. For berry thinning, an end effector consists of an
upper, middle, and lower part. The upper part has two plates and a rubber that can open and close. The two
plates compress the grapes to cut off the rachis branches and extract the bunch of grapes. The middle part
contains a plate of needles, a compression spring, and another plate which has holes spread across its surface.
When the two plates compress, the needles punch holes through the grapes. Next, the lower part has a cutting
device which can cut the bunch to standardize its length. For spraying, the end effector consists of a spray
nozzle that is attached to a manipulator. In practice, producers want to ensure that the chemical liquid is
evenly distributed across the bunch. Thus, the design allows for an even distribution of the chemical by
making the nozzle to move at a constant speed while keeping distance from the target. The final step in grape
production is the bagging process. The bagging end effector is designed with a bag feeder and two mechanical
fingers. In the bagging process, the bag feeder is composed of slits which continuously supply bags to the
fingers in an up and down motion. While the bag is being fed to the fingers, two leaf springs that are located
on the upper end of the bag hold the bag open. The bags are produced to contain the grapes in bunches. Once
the bagging process is complete, the fingers open and release the bag. This shuts the leaf springs, which seals
the bag and prevents it from opening again. Design of the gripper is based on simplicity, low cost, and
effectiveness. Thus, the design usually consists of two mechanical fingers that are able to move in synchrony
when performing their task. Specifics of the design depend on the task that is being performed. For example,
in a procedure that required plants to be cut for harvesting, the gripper was equipped with a sharp blade.
Manipulator[ edit ] The manipulator allows the gripper and end effector to navigate through their environment.
The manipulator also can utilize one, two, or three pneumatic actuators. Pneumatic actuators are motors which
produce linear and rotary motion by converting compressed air into energy. The pneumatic actuator is the
most effective actuator for agricultural robots because of its high power-weight ratio. The most cost efficient
design for the manipulator is the single actuator configuration, yet this is the least flexible option. It was not
until the s, following the development of the computer, that machine vision guidance became possible. With
an aging population, Japan is unable to meet the demands of the agricultural labor market. This research is
based on the advancements made in driver-assist systems and self-driving cars. This has started to change as
companies begin to develop robots that complete more specific tasks on the farm. The biggest concern over
robots harvesting crops comes from harvesting soft crops such as strawberries which can easily be damaged or
missed entirely. According to Gary Wishnatzki, the co-founder of Harvest Croo Robotics, one of their
strawberry pickers currently being tested in Florida can "pick a acre field in just three days and replace a crew
of about 30 farm workers". One case of a large scale use of robots in farming is the milk bot. It is widespread
among British dairy farms because of its efficiency and nonrequirement to move. According to David Gardner
chief executive of the Royal Agricultural Society of England , a robot can complete a complicated task if its
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repetitive and the robot is allowed to sit in a single place. Furthermore, robots that work on repetitive tasks e.
RV is designed to transport potted plants in a greenhouse or outdoor setting. The functions of RV in handling
and organizing potted plants include spacing capabilities, collection, and consolidation. The benefits of using
RV for this task include high placement accuracy, autonomous outdoor and indoor function, and reduced
production costs.
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I have used the codey kit for my advance level project the food serving robot Which helps to serve food in restaurants
(An autonomous robot which serves food automatically) Program for the robot.

May 4, Source: Deepfield Robotics Farmers are increasingly under pressure to feed more people. The UN
predicts that the world population will rise from 7. This growing population has become pickier about the food
they eat. In the EU alone, the organic market grew by 7. Beyond organic food, there is an overall push to make
farming greener by using less water and pesticides. These factors mean farmers need to produce more, at a
higher quality, and in a sustainable manner. With youth turning away from the profession, there is also less
labour available to drive the vision forward. Enter the robots â€” set to improve production yield, while
reducing resources required, and making farming an exciting high-tech profession. Robots are just part of an
overall push towards precision agriculture. Given the potential, Europe has funded at least 6 projects around
robotic farming. And there is plenty to do given the large number of tasks on a farm that are ripe for
automation. For crop farming, robots need to autonomously navigate their environment and perform actions at
set locations, for example, picking a fruit, spraying a pesticide, planting a seed, imaging a plant, or making a
measurement. Glasshouses are slightly simpler to move around since the environment is more carefully
engineered, and is often fit with tracks which robots follow to reach desired locations. In the case of outdoor
farming, the robots work by receiving a plan with a set of locations to visit on the field. When the robot
trajectories are known, the robot can use GPS positioning and a closed-loop control to make sure it remains on
track. When the task is to follow an unknown trajectory, for example a crop row, vision is often used to allow
the robot to find its way. Robots are wirelessly connected to a central operator to both receive updated
instructions regarding the mission, and report status and data. Put together, making an autonomous farm robot
requires clever controllers, localisation and communication systems. To a certain extent, the technology is
similar to that of autonomous cars applied to agtech. Where it differs is that farming robots often need to
manipulate their environment, picking vegetables or fruits, applying pesticides in a localised manner, or
planting seeds. All these tasks require sensing, manipulation, and processing of their own. The recently
finished project RHEA developed a fleet of tractors and aerial robots with sensor systems to discriminate
weeds from crops and apply herbicides where needed. Pablo Gonzalez de Santos, the lead on the project,
explains what is achievable today: Their robots navigate plant rows, sense the plants, and send the data to the
farmers to help optimise seed breeding. Deepfield Robotics also provides smart sensors that can be positioned
in the fields. Resulting networks are already deployed in farms to monitor soil conditions for asparagus.
Deepfield Robotics There are however many challenges ahead. Robot position accuracy also has to be
enhanced to help optimise pesticide applications and the precision of manipulation. Although industrial
manipulators exhibit very good accuracy and speed in factories, their application in farming is more difficult
due to the objects moving, being soft and delicate, and obstacle-rich environments. As it turns out, sweet
pepper harvesting is the subject of the recent Horizon Sweeper project , which follows a previous EU project
called Crops. Farmers definitely use touch. Sweeper project And as is often the case in robotics, the lack of
clear regulation is causing a headache for companies entering the field. The legislation for drones is also
restrictive, requiring special authorisations, even for research purposes. How can we make it easy to use the
robot? What happens if a robot gets stuck? You just need to look at some of their equipment to see the
high-tech machinery in place. A little known fact: Lely , which is based in the Netherlands, has a fleet of over
20, milking robots installed throughout the world. The Lely Astronaut A4 box allows cows to be milked when
they choose so, instead of when the farmer needs it to be done. The robot attaches incoming cows to the teat
cups, reattaches them if required, and detaches them after milking. As an added bonus, data about the cows is
collected, which can help the farmer monitor the herd and take action should a problem arrive, or simply to
improve yield. The company also makes autonomous mobile robots that clean the barn , and automatically
feed the cows with Juno and Vector. And the farm of tomorrow will include many robots working together.
By deploying many simpler and smaller robots, they hope to make their farm-solutions safer, more reliable,
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and productive, while avoiding soil compaction that comes with larger robots navigating the fields. A swarm
could also provide continuous operation, by having robots take turns charging or undergoing maintenance. But
there is still a lot of work to do. With one or more robots doing part of the job while being supervised,
instructed by a human, or jointly working with a human. Read the previous article in the series here.
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Waiter Robot - Solution to palletizing and packing and food serving. Therefore, recent years witnessed tremendously
increased trend of robots deployment in food sector. This project aims.

At the table, food is delivered by two other robots - Lucy and Mary - who have pretty scarves tied around their
necks. If it is your birthday, they will also do a little jig for you. The restaurant owners are using robots to deal
with the manpower shortage, a common woe faced by the food and beverage industry here. Designed in Japan
and made in China, Lucy and Mary weigh 70kg each and can carry up to 15kg. They take food to diners and
return dirty plates to the kitchen. When the food is ready, a human staff member inputs the table number it is
meant for on a screen in the kitchen and the robot takes off with the dish, which is placed on a special tray
designed for it. When it arrives at the table, a human staff member transfers the dish to the table. Diners can
also do this themselves if they wish. When the robot waiter gets to the table, it announces in Mandarin: Your
food is here. If there are obstacles in its way, it will say politely in Mandarin: I have food to deliver. Without
the robots, it would need 15, he says. One of the waitresses, Ms Yeoh Shoke Leng, 23, says: I can look after
six tables instead of three. The restaurant owners decided to use robots after seeing them in action in
restaurants in China and Japan. Rong Heng Seafood will be buying one or two more robot waiters if response
to them is good. The robots also attract diners who come for the novelty factor. Retiree Dora Tan, 62, decided
to eat there after walking by and seeing the robots inside. Print Edition Subscribe Topics:
Chapter 4 : Robot Chef That Can Cook 2, Meals Set To Go On Sale In | IFLScience
ServerBot - for Serving Food and Drinks: I believe I have created a robot that's functional, helpful, entertaining,
whimsical AND simply racedaydvl.com ServerBot. Built upon an iRobot Create.A robot with the ability to move reliably
between any room in the house while carrying a payload, i.

Chapter 5 : Robot Food | Creative Agency, Branding & Packaging Design | Leeds
This is my Final Year Project entitled as "Automated Retaurant Food service management System based on Line
Follwer Robot". The purpose of the Robot is to serve food from th ekitchen to a.

Chapter 6 : Bandsintown | Food Stamps Tickets - Secret Project Robot, Nov 20,
Losing jobs to robots is one of the most common concerns with automation in food service and other industries. Some of
the estimates show a loss of to million jobs by However, in.

Chapter 7 : Robots will replace fast-food workers
Pizza Hut hires ROBOT waiters to take orders and process payments at its fast-food restaurants. Pepper, the cutesy
humanoid robot, has got a job at Pizza Hut - and could be taking your order by.

Chapter 8 : Moley â€“ The world's first robotic kitchen
Service with a smile has turned sci-fi at this restaurant as diners are waited on and cooked for by robots. At Robot
Restaurant 20 robots deliver food to the table, cook dumplings and noodles.

Chapter 9 : Los Angeles Times - We are currently unavailable in your region
Momentum Machines' burger robot looks nothing like this retro robot chefâ€”but it's still awesome. By replacing human
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cooks, the machine reduces liability, management duties, and, at just 24 square feet, the overall food preparation
footprint.
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